4. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CPES PUBLICATIONS

4.1. Distributed Power Systems (DPS)


* Paper already reported in the past that has become conference paper.

** Paper previously reported as conference paper in the past that has become journal paper.


* Paper already reported in the past that has become conference paper.
** Paper previously reported as conference paper in the past that has become journal paper.
4.2. Motor Drives (MD)


* Paper already reported in the past that has become conference paper.
** Paper previously reported as conference paper in the past that has become journal paper.


* Paper already reported in the past that has become conference paper.
** Paper previously reported as conference paper in the past that has become journal paper.
4.3. Integrated Power Electronics Module Synthesis (IPEMS)


[87] Active Front End Converter Input Filter Minimization Using Sequential Sampling Space Vector Modulation for Multi-Motor Drives, Eduardo P. Wiechmann, Rolando P. Burgos, University of


4.4. Integrated Packaging (IP)


* Paper already reported in the past that has become conference paper.
** Paper previously reported as conference paper in the past that has become journal paper.
4.5. Advanced Power Semiconductor Devices (APSD)


* Paper already reported in the past that has become conference paper.
** Paper previously reported as conference paper in the past that has become journal paper.


* Paper already reported in the past that has become conference paper.
** Paper previously reported as conference paper in the past that has become journal paper.


4.6. Control and Sensor Integration (CSI)


* Paper already reported in the past that has become conference paper.
** Paper previously reported as conference paper in the past that has become journal paper.


4.7. Education


* Paper already reported in the past that has become conference paper.
** Paper previously reported as conference paper in the past that has become journal paper.